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Whoo, tarpon, snook, barracuda! Florida's saltwaters have always been the best places in the world

to catch these and many other feisty game fishes. Now, Boris Arnov, avid Florida fisherman and

fishing school proproetor, has written a unique guide to tell you when, where, and how to catch

more than 35 varieties of sport fish. Here you'll find the best bait, the best season, the best

techniques, and the very best places to make the catch.
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I have been fresh water fishing for 50+ years and am now retiring to Florida. I needed a quick start

on Florida saltwater fishing and this proved to be invaluable. Very well organized to learn about all

or only the species desired. I went on a back bay flats fishing outing and not only impressed the

other fishermen on the boat with my knowledge of fish, technique and baits, but the guide as well. I

am now ordering copies for friends who have been fishing Florida for several years because they

wanted to know where they could get it. Worth more than the price.

I will be very honest, I have seen better books about fishing Florida waters (like the ones from Sport

Fish of Florida...with some few exceptions). The black and white drawings do not help much in

terms of identifying the specie, they are just ok. I would like to see information regarding eatability,

but there is none, I read it nevertheless got some hint and tips.

This book is an excellent guide to local fisheries. Its broken down by fish and explains the tackle



required to catch them and whete to find them.

Book is well written, covering most situations along the Florida coast. Good info for the beginner

fisherwoman like my self.....Drawings of fish are great, along with tackle recommendations....baits

appropriate for each species.....fits my needs, since I do not have a boat.......

for a novice surf fisher, i found enough info to not feel i got ripped off. misleading to call this a guide,

it's really more of tips to improve your chances. for experienced saltwater fishers, the book is

probably nothing you don't already know. the illustrations are of the 7th grade art class quality. i

bought vic dunaway's guide to sport fish of the atlantic & it's what i needed.

I purchased this book for my first salt water fishing experience. It was fantastic. I loved the layout,

the information was great--and it was very handy to have on the boat. I highly recommend this boat.

tons of knowledge about bait and seasons and gear and everything else that gives you a chance to

really catch fish.

He's become obsessed with saltwater fishing since he moved to Florida. While I've lived here for 13

years and I love to fish, I'm not obsessed and didn't know the answers to most of his questions. He

would get irritated when I told him to Google it (lol) so these are perfect. They haven't left his

bedside table. I'm sure I need to get protective stuff cos I know he's gonna take them fishing.
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